When President John F. Kennedy spoke this sentence at the U.S. Capitol’s east portico on January 20, 1961, his words won a lofty position among Inaugural addresses. Charisma enhanced the delivery on that frigid day, but the president’s ringing appeal to national vitality also stands the test of time in print more than half a century later.

The appeal’s endurance owes much to its simplicity. The president used short words, mostly one-syllable ones, with a few of two syllables. The only word longer than two syllables was “Americans.”

Theodore C. Sorensen, the president’s special counsel and chief speechwriter, was an accomplished lawyer, and later a senior partner in a prominent New York City firm. Lawyers sometimes draw criticism for unnecessarily complex writing, but Sorensen did not multiply syllables with distractions such as these: “Inquire not what your country can accomplish for you — inquire what you can accomplish for your country.”

President Kennedy and Ted Sorensen understood the dynamics of spare, energetic language. In his Dictionary of Modern English Usage, H.W. Fowler explained that “shortness is a merit in words” because “short words are not only handier to use, but more powerful in effect; extra syllables reduce, not increase, vigour.”

**Talking On Paper**

This article urges lawyers to invigorate their writing with short words that forcefully and accurately present fact and law. For legally trained and lay readers alike, law and public policy are complex enough as it is. Lawyers serve their clients and causes most effectively with the simplest possible writing that, in the context as the lawyer perceives it, conveys the intended message.

William Zinsser taught that “[w]riting is talking to someone else on paper.” Perceptive trial lawyers typically speak short words when they address judges, jurors, or other decision makers in courtrooms or other halls of justice. These lawyers preserve force and accuracy, avoid condescension, and spurn avoidable complexity that can impede communication about facts and law.

Lawyers should pursue similar goals when they commit words to writing. Legal writing expert Bryan A. Garner urges brief writers to “Save syllables. Shoot for one-syllable words when possible; failing that, aim for two-syllable words.” Garner and others illustrate short words that lawyers can substitute for longer ones without loss of meaning. Professor Richard C. Wydick, for example, provides these tandems, with the more complex word followed by the simpler: expedite, hurry; elucidate, explain; utilize, use.
“Short Words Are the Best”
My new book, Effective Legal Writing: A Guide for Students and Practitioners,7 proceeds from the core premise that “the English language knows only two types of writing – good writing and bad writing. Good legal writing is good writing about a legal subject.”8 “[T]here’s not some special magic about legal writing,” says Justice Elena Kagan. “To be a good legal writer . . . is to know the law and be a good writer.”9

This kinship between good legal writing and other good writing invites lawyers to heed instruction that leading literary figures have offered for years about the vitality of short words. Few of these literary figures likely ever saw the inside of a law school, but the primary aims of any writer – lawyer and non-lawyer alike – remain universal. A lawyer’s tone and cadence may depend on whether the expected audience is friendly or adversarial or judicial, but the primary aims remain conciseness, precision, simplicity, and clarity.10

“Broadly speaking, the short words are the best, and the old words when short are best of all,” said Sir Winston Churchill, statesman and Nobel laureate in Literature.11 Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Barbara W. Tuchman wrote that “short words are always preferable to long ones; the fewer syllables the better, and monosyllables, beautiful and pure . . ., are the best of all.”12

“The finest language is mostly made up of simple unimposing words,” said British Victorian novelist George Eliot (Mary Ann Evans).13 “Where a short word will do,” explained British writer and theologian Henry Alford, “you always lose by using a long one.”14

“Use the smallest word that does the job,” advised essayist and journalist E. B. White.15 “One of the really bad things you can do to your writing,” says novelist Stephen King, “is to dress up the vocabulary, looking for long words because you’re maybe a little bit ashamed of your short ones.”16

In a letter to a 12-year-old boy, Mark Twain praised the youngster for “us[ing] plain, simple language, short words, and brief sentences. That is the way to write English – it is the modern way and the best way. Stick to it; don’t let fluff and flowers and verbosity creep in.”17

“There Is Always a Short Word For It”
Nobel laureate Ernest Hemingway said that he wrote “what I see and what I feel in the best and simplest way I can tell it.”18 He once heard that William Faulkner had criticized him as someone who “had no courage, never been known to use a word that might send the reader to the dictionary.”19 “Poor Faulkner,” Hemingway responded. “Does he really think big emotions come from big words? He thinks I don’t know the ten-dollar words. I know them all right. But there are older and simpler and better words, and those are the ones I use.”20

Humorist Will Rogers wrote more than 4,000 nationally syndicated newspaper columns,21 and he too favored simplicity. “[O]ne good thing about language, there is always a short word for it,” explained Rogers. “I love words but I don’t like strange ones. You don’t understand them, and they don’t understand you.”22

“Words Everyone Could Understand”
Leading judges and lawyers have identified short words as a hallmark of effective legal writing. Justice Robert H. Jackson, one of the Supreme Court’s most gifted writers, stressed the Court’s responsibility “to do our utmost to make clear and understandable the reasons for deciding cases as we do.”23 The skillful advocate, he said, “will master the short Saxon word that pierces the mind like a spear and the simple figure that lights the understanding. He will never drive the judge to his dictionary.”24

With virtually no formal education, Abraham Lincoln became a successful lawyer before leaving the Midwest for national prominence. Historian Richard Brookhiser calls Lincoln “one of the greatest writers in the American canon – certainly the greatest ever to reach the White House (Jefferson at his best could be equally good, but his range was narrower).”25
Biographer Harold Holzer describes how the president recast Americans’ expectations about writing: “Before Lincoln, our leaders spoke in formal, complex sentences cluttered with long words and obscure references to ancient times. Lincoln simplified political writing. . . . He wrote in words everyone could understand – simple words that carried immense power and emotion.”

Poetry and Prose
Lawyers contemplating the rhetorical force of short words can also draw lessons from poetry, which like prose strives to connect with readers. Poet Robert Bly says that poetry should use “words . . . you could speak to your friends.” Most lawyers speak short words to friends, free from irksome legalese that might sometimes mark their professional writing.

Consider “Trees,” the much-loved poem that Joyce Kilmer wrote in 1913, five years before a sniper killed him at the Second Battle of the Marne a few months before the end of World War I:

“I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast:

A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.”

As President Kennedy did at his Inaugural, Joyce Kilmer followed a time-tested formula. “Trees” delivered none of the “fluff and flowers and verbosity” that Mark Twain had disparaged in his letter to the young boy. Kilmer wrote short words – nearly all one-syllable, a few two-syllables, and only one longer. More than a century later, the poem’s short words still resonate.

Douglas E. Abrams, a University of Missouri law professor, has written or co-written six books. Four U.S. Supreme Court decisions have cited his law review articles.
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